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Need help with Chapter 5 in Mark Twain's Adventures of Huckleberry Finn? Check out our revolutionary side-by-side
summary and analysis.

He remarks that everyone knows dead men float face down, so this must have been a woman in man's clothing
that looked like his Pap. Unfortunately, there's a new judge in town who doesn't know how bad this guy is, and
he refuses. What money? The Judge is quite surprised by the request, but when Huck refuses to reveal why he
wants to give away his money, Judge Thatcher agrees to "buy" it for one dollar, saying he will take the money
"for a consideration. After killing the spider, Huck immediately attempts a counter-charm, even though he
knows there is no way of undoing bad luck. When Huck asks why they could not see all the elephants, Tom
explains that some magicians must have turned the whole army into a Sunday School picnic. Pap continues to
rant about a mixed-race man in town; Pap is disgusted that the man is allowed to vote in his home state of
Ohio, and that legally he cannot be sold into slavery until he has been in Missouri six months. After Jim wakes
up, he believes he has been bewitched, and keeps the nickel as a token around his neck for the rest of his life.
Twain goes to great lengths to show that Huck is a logical thinker who only believes what he can see with his
own eyes. Judge Thatcher and the Widow are forced to quit the business, and Pap is granted custody of Huck.
It is important to notice that although Huck Finn and Tom Sawyer are best friends, the other boys are more
than willing to cut Huck out of Tom's gang. This is counter-intuitive: Pap should want the best for his son, but
he instead wants no better for Huck than what he himself had. Huck tries to pray daily, but becomes
disillusioned when all he gets is a fish-line with no hooks, when he prayed extra hard for hooks. Huck feels
safe knowing that Pap, the widow, and everyone who knows him thinks he is dead, so they will no longer be
looking for him. He starts to feel very lonely and equates every night sound, including an owl, dog and
whippowill, with death. In addition, to make it clear to readers unfamiliar with The Adventures of Tom
Sawyer that this novel exists independently, Huck explains that if they haven't read Twain's earlier work, it
"ain't no matter. Huck gets an old lamp and tries to find a genie, but when it fails he decides that the genies
were just another of Tom's lies. Within one heel print is the shape of two nails crossed to ward off the devil.
He makes Huck hand over the dollar that Judge Thatcher "paid" him and then climbs out the window to go
drinking in the town. Pap promptly sells the jacket for liquor, and now the judge has had it: he says that maybe
you could reform a man with a shotgun, but that's about it. It is uncertain which angel will win out, but Huck
is safe for now. Tom Sawyer's gang can be viewed as a childish representation of society as a whole, an
example of a synecdoche. Tom creates a set of rules, ideas, and morals that he expects the boys to adhere to,
all of which he gets from books. Tom and Huck sneak down to the river and meet some of the other boys who
are supposed to be members of Tom's robber band. At one point, Huck flicks a spider away, and accidentally
burns it up in the candle flame, which he thinks is a very bad omen. Huck Finn moves in with the Widow
Douglas , who has agreed to care for him. He also smears some blood on the axe that he used to smash in the
door of the cabin and put in the corner. Superstition permeates the novel. Wilson, Joshua. He eventually starts
hallucinating and chasing Huck around the cabin with a knife. The boys argue over what Huck Finn's role in
the gang will be, because Huck does not have a family for them to kill in case he reveals any of the gang's
secrets. After thinking that he has reformed Pap, the Judge goes to bed. At the end of the previous novel, Huck
and Tom find a treasure of twelve thousand dollars, which they divide. Pap tearfully repents his ways but soon
gets drunk again, and the new judge decides that the only way to reform Pap is with a shotgun. Here, Twain
explains that in his earlier life, Huck competed for food with pigs, but also notes that Huck enjoyed eating
from the slop bucket more than eating from the plate. Only later in the novel does Huck start to question
whether Jim should be a servant at all. Huck avoids him until his dad eventually passes out at which point
Huck grabs their shotgun and keeps it pointed at his father in case he wakes up wanting to hurt him again.
Together, they steal a skiff and float down the river several miles to an area where Tom has discovered a cave.
Ironically, Huck finds the description of hell far more enticing and exciting than the description of heaven, and
decides he would rather go to hell, but doesn't tell Miss Watson of his decision. On the way, he falls asleep
and then wakes up to find Pap drifting past him on their raft in the other direction. Huckleberry Finn is the
narrator of this story, and he starts off by describing his life to the reader. The meow is a signal from Tom
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Sawyer, and Huck replies with a similar meow.


